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Presentation Notes
When addressing LEGAL ISSUES IN BUNKERING one of the most important points to take into consideration is that BOTH commercial parties honor the   bunker supply. As when the bunker has been delivered, the original owner of the bunker, the physical supplier, and the commercial agent expect a payment for their product and services.In the absence of payment (which is caused by diverse motives),  we enter into the need to explore measures to collect the debt and of course put some pressure to assure a payment for these products and services, being the SHIP ARREST one of the most used actions by companies to assure ( guarantee collection) of their credits.Leading us to be  well guided and about its BEST PRACTICE, in order to obtain commercially productive outcomes.



Disputes  

∗ CONTRACT  
∗ Know your contract 
∗ TERMS and CONDITIONS 
∗ Detail of Vessel .IMO 
∗ Quality 
∗ Quantity 
∗ Invoice (credit) 
∗ Notice of Delivery  

 
 



∗ The geographic position / The Panama Canal and 
vessel’s transit 

∗ International logistics hub 

∗ Specialized forum in solving maritime issues 

∗ Economical and commercial feasible option to 
obtain justice 

∗ The Panama Maritime Courts – international 
jurisdiction 

¿WHY PANAMA? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first question we have to ask ourselves is: WHY PANAMA? The answer is quite simple: Panama  reunites a number of characteristics making it the perfect forum to file and manage procedures that guarantee the collection of debtsFirst of all, geographic position, The Panama Canal and vessel’s transit, creates the right opportunity to apply a measure of attachment before, during and after the transit of the vessel.    As it is natural, vessels do not remain much time at any port, only the needed time to complete their commercial activities; nevertheless, One commercial STOP in the event that the vessel requires to go through the American Continent, is Panama.Currently, Panama is promoting itself as an International Logistics  Hub, a place where people from around the world come because of its level of development and its projection as a country of commercial origin. Stable Economy, Democratic Government, 110 Banks and in general a safe country to invest in.In the same way, the main focus to be taken into consideration, at the moment of an attachment of a vessel, is the Economical and commercial feasible option to obtain justice, in which Panama has been known and used worldwide by various stakeholders in the maritime industry.To develop comprehensively the issue of SHIP ARREST, we have to make reference to The Panama Maritime Courts – international jurisdiction, and its ability to be attributed international jurisdiction for bringing prosecutions. 



Panama Maritime   

∗ Panama Canal  Transits 
15,000  

 
∗ Neo Panamax projected 

@1,200 yearly  
 
∗ Courts 80 vessels  
 

 



∗ Availability 24/7 – 365 days a year 

∗ Agile system with a forum that promotes settlements 
between parties, avoiding extended litigation disputes. 

∗ Bilingual personnel specialized in all the maritime legal 
aspects and with two independent bailiffs which 
execute the arrest measures in matter of hours. 

∗ Reduced costs (initial expenses from $5,000.00 - 
$10,000.00). 

THE PANAMA MARITIME COURTS 
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However, the question remains, what makes Panama and its Courts so attractive to the stakeholders in the maritime commercial scenario?The 24/7 availability during the 365 days of the year, sends a message to all the traders and people with the need for justice, in this specific field, assuring their claims through VESSEL ATTACHMENT, which reaffirms that at any moment they can be assisted and that at any moment the ATTACHMENT of a vessel can take place to guarantee their claims.  The agile system with a forum that promotes settlements between parties, avoiding extended litigation disputes, does not project an illusion of justice in extensive litigation, in which the physical wear and consumption of time and money are present, on the contrary, the communication and cordiality between the forums actors make this possible.Besides, the Courts have Bilingual personnel specialized in all the maritime legal aspects and with two independent bailiffs which execute the arrest measures in matter of hours, so it is common the analysis of foreign documentation PRIMA FACIE in English as well as interpretation to decide on the order of ATTACHMENT and subsequently, once the order is issued, the bailiff proceeds with its execution immediately.Another important point of reference is the reduced costs, it is to say, to perform the ATTACHMENT of a vessel, regardless of its size or value in the market, and the initial expenses go from $3,500.00 to $10,000.00.



∗ Types of arrest: 
a) To secure results of the process 
b) Assign competence to the Maritime Courts 
c) To execute a maritime lien – in rem 

∗ Arrest lifting / Vessel release - Requirements 
a) Bonds or bank guarantee letters 
b) Letter of Undertaking (LOU) – the experience in 

Panamanian proceedings with the P&I Clubs 
∗ Security consignment 

 

THE ARREST ON THE MARITIME FORUM 
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There are 3 Types of ATTACHMENS under the Panamanian Law; The first one  - to secure the results of the process, it prevents the process from being ineffective. The second one is to assign competence to the Maritime Courts, in other words, to bring to the attention of the court causes occurred in other jurisdictionsThird to execute a maritime lien – in rem. This happens to be the most important point of this presentation and of greater interest to the present, being that the bunker supply is a necessary for the provisioning of the vessel, and it is recognized by the Panamanian law as a maritime lien.In regards to the requirements to perform the Arrest lifting and the Vessel release, it is necessary that the owner of the vessel, charterer, third party or P&I of the vessel submit a guarantee as security in order to allow the release of the vessel. In the case of LOU, this has to be accepted by the plaintiff to be submitted together in the process.Nonetheless, the Panamanian experience in this kind of security has been that the results have always been positive, as in the case of bank guarantees as in the case of the guarantees of P&I CLUBS. In both cases, the commitments have been fulfilled and the sums agreed or ordered by Panamanian Judges have been paid.



∗ In Panamanian law, the BUNKER SUPPLY is considered 
necessaries for the vessel and it generates a MARITIME 
LIEN on behalf of the bunker supply participant’s chain. 

∗ The lien follows the ship and it carries the personal 
responsibility for the bunker supply. 

∗ Bunker owners, physical suppliers and bunker traders, 
involved in the bunker supply chain are capable of 
pursuing the ship that received the bunkers for the 
amounts owed. 

 

LEGAL ISSUES IN BUNKERING + 
SHIP’S ARREST  
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Presentation Notes
As explained previously, in Panamanian law, the BUNKER SUPPLY is considered necessaries for the vessel and it generates a MARITIME LIEN on behalf of the bunker supply participant’s chain, it means that all the people involved in the chain, have the possibility to go before the Panamanian Courts, in order to make valid their claims and execute their credits.It is important to highlight that the lien follows the ship and it carries the personal responsibility for the bunker supply, in other words, the fuel is delivered, with the knowledge that it is used for the operation of the vessel, an invoice is issued by the price of the fuel and, in the case of payment not be fulfilled, that supplier or owner of the fuel, is empowered to act against THE vessel.Bunker owners, physical suppliers and bunker traders, involved in the bunker supply chain are capable of pursuing the ship that received the bunkers for the amounts owed, depending on the specific situation of the relations between each party in the chain and their relation to the vessel. 



∗ When a complaint has been filed and the arrest has 
been executed, in order to obtain a release of the 
vessel through a security consignment, its necessary 
for the defendant to consign the following: 
1. The capital – amount of the complaint 
2. The court legal fees – imposed by law 
3. Three (3) years of interests at 10% p/y – commercial 

relation 
4. The maintenances expenses incurred on the vessel’s 

arrest 

PLAINTIFF’S SECURITY/GUARANTEES 
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As example, we can issue an invoice in the amount of $100,000.00, taking into consideration the costs and expenses then, the amount to be fixed by the judge to lift the ATTACHMENT is of approximately $150,000.00. That is, besides guaranteeing the bill, our law is very conservative to protect the rights and consequences of the process for breach of the vessel.



∗ In the event of any bunker supply debt, the 
documentation concerning the commercial relation 
with the vessel is essential for the claim. 

∗ With the relevant information/documentation, we can  
review the feasibility of the claim and submit a formal 
proposal. 

∗ Our personnel of experts in the area prepare and file 
the claim before the courts and when the vessel is 
arrested we notify the client about the results. 

¿HOW TO FILE A CLAIM BEFORE THE 
PANAMANIAN MARITIME COURTS 
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This is one of many services and the specialized work that our firm is engaged, in order to provide a service and results for our clients, regarding their claims or even in their defense in this type of process.



∗ Over the years we have participated in several 
cases related with the bunker supply matters, most 
of these cases are accompanied with an arrest. 

∗ Cases involving the following international and 
worldwide known companies: 

• AEGEAN MARINE PETROLEUM 

• TRITON 

• OW BUNKER + Cases related with ING BANK 

THE MARITIME COURTS INVOLVEMENT 
AND EXPERIENCE WITH BUNKER CASES 
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Also, since it is the Court's duty to hear these kinds of cases, we have participated in this type of processes acting on behalf of these and several other companies that maintain their processes before the Panamanian judicial authorities. 
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